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Marks and Spencer rights issue receives lukewarm
response, but rump placed easily

Price:

206.6p

Market Cap:

Struggling retailer Marks and Spencer Group PLC (LON:MKS) saw its shares
remain lower on Thursday following a disappointing response to its recent
rights issue, although brokers managed to offload the rump left of the cash call
fairly easily.

£4028.82M

1 Year Share Price Graph

In a statement this morning, the FTSE 100-listed company said around 85.14%
of the shares on offer were taken up by shareholders leaving the underwriters
to do the thing they are paid for, which is to find buyers for the near 15% or so
of shares that existing M&S investors did not want.
READ M&S confirms £600mln rights issue and dividend cut to fund Ocado joint
venture
In a subsequent statement, the group added that those underwriters - Morgan
Stanley, BNP Paribas, HSBC, and Shore Capital - had procured subscribers for
all of the remaining 48,269,255 new ordinary shares, representing
approximately 14.86% of the offering, at a price of 211p each.
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The shares were offered to M&S shareholders at 185p each on the basis of
one new share for every five shares currently held. In late morning trading on
Thursday, M&S shares were down 1.9% at 215.10p, easing off earlier lows.

Sector:

The company launched the £601.3mln rights issue last month to help fund a
joint venture with groceries delivery technology specialist Ocado Group
plc (LON:OCDO).

Marks and Spencer Group is a retailer of
clothing, food and home products in the
United Kingdom. The Company has 622
stores, including Simply Food franchise
stores, as well as an international business.
&nbsp;.

-- Adds rump placing results, updates share price --

Website:

General Retailers [T3]
www.marksandspencer.com
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors is a publisher and is not registered with or authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). You understand and agree that no content
published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any
specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
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You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
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at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price and other
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